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An Easier-to-Use
Variable-Persisten
cel
StorageOscilloscopewith Brighter,
SharperTraces
Revisingthe controlarrangementand operatingmodes
of a variablepersisfenceoscilloscope
resultsin a
more "friendly"instrumentthat a/sohas improved
d isplay characterisfics.
by Van Harrison
oscilloI /ARIABLE PERSISTENCE-STORAGE
V scopes enable a user to view and measure occasional signal transients that escape detection with
conventional oscilloscopes. Now with improved
writing rates, variable persistence/storagescopes
have becomefast enough to permit their generaluse
in the high-speedtransient analysisthat often accompanies digital design and troubleshooting, especially
for finding "glitches" that occur randomly (Fig. f).
The variable persistence/storage
scope also retains
waveforms traced at very slow sweep speeds,allowing the user to seethe entire waveform rather than a
moving dot (Fig. 2). With persistence adjusted to
overlap traces, these instruments can integrate fast
signals that occur at too low a repetition rate for normal viewing, making the signals brightly visible for
examination (Fig. 3). In fact, this integrating
technique makesit possibleto view signal transitions
that are much fasterthan the basic writing rate of the
oscilloscope.
In view of all these advantages,in addition to the
ability to do everything that conventional scopescan
do, the question arises: why aren't variable
persistence/storagescopesused more often? Part of
the answer may be cost. They do cost more. But more
than that may be the duller, finzier trace, the esoteric
controls-these intimidate the casual user-and the
tediousnessof setting up the instrument for storage.
Then too there has beenthe fear of burning the storage
surface of an expensive-to-replaceCRT.
A new variable persistence/storagescope (Fig. +)
has been designed to make this type of instrument
more acceptableto the averageuser by eliminating
most of these problems. A new arrangement of the
controls with LED indicators to show what state the
instrument is in takes some of the mystery out of
instrument operation. Auto store and auto erase
modes of operation simplify instrument use. Improvementsin the CRT result in a brighter tracethat is
PflntedLnUSA

more sharply focused,with trace quality as good as or
better than that of some comparably-performingconventional oscilloscopes (Fig. 5). Protection circuits
reduce the likelihood of burning the storagesurface
while simplifying beam intensity and focus adjustments.
Basically, the new oscilloscope, Model 7747A, is
identical to and can be used like the Model 774oA,
describedin the HP |ournal, December1975,with the
added advantagesofvariable persistenceand storage.
Both scopesare dual-channel, delaying sweep oscilloscopes with dc-to-100-MHz response, S-mV/div

A shock-fesf
Cover:
machine s/ams down to test
an instrument'sruggedness,
an accelerometer responds
to the resultingG forces,and
variable-persistencel
a
storage oscr//oscopecaptures the single accelfML
erometer pulse so its magnitude can be measured.Thisis one of the applications for which this type of osci//oscope is
uniquely suited. The HP Model 17414 variablepersistencelstorage scope, shown here is described in the article beginning on this page.
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Fig. 1. By overlapping several
success/ve traces. variable perslslence oscl//oscopescan drsclose the exisfenceof tntermittent
glitches that escape detectionby
other means. The glitch that occasionallyfollows the third pulse
in this pulse tatn ts not vrsrbleon
a conventionalosc//oscope display (left) but becomesvtsrbleon a
variahlc

ncrqictPnrP

nscillo

scope (right).

minimum deflection factor (1 mV/div with magnifier
on), selectable input impedance (50O or 1 MO//20 pF),
and a third trace for viewing the triggering waveform.
To these basic performance characteristics,the Model
1.741A adds variable persistence and storage with a
writing rate of >100 cm/g.s in both variable persistence and storage modes of operation, fast enough to
capture a single transient pulse less than 20 ns wide
and taller than 1 graticule division.

these controls.
As shown by the timing diagram of Fig. 6, in the
AUTOERASEmode a sweep trigger unblanks the CRT
beam and starts the horizontal sweep circuit, writing
a trace. At the end of the sweep, the CRT beam is
blanked and control is handed [o the storage circuits,
which inhibit further sweep triggering while displaying the stored trace.
The trace remains on view for a time [t,] between

Fig. 2. Slow-moving waveform
(10 msrdiv)shows
up as a movtng
dot on a conventional oscilloscope (left) but the waveformis
easr/y seen on a vartable-pers i s t e n c e / s l oar g e o s ci ll o s c op e
(right) CRT perslstence can be
adjusted so lhe wavetorm is
retained just until a new trace B
written.

Auto Erase
The new oscilloscope has an AUTOERASE
mode that,
by automating the erase/write/view cycle, facilitates
the setting of the CRT controls for optimum brightness and focus. This mode permits the operator to
quickly evaluate the effect of any changes made to

1 and 10 seconds, selectable by the vmw control. At
the end of the view time, the instrument switches to
the nnase mode, wiping out the trace. After 300 ms,
control is handed back to the sweep circuits which
then await another trigger. The auro ERASEcircuit
allows two sweeps between erasures when the in-

Fig. 3, Fast waveformtransitions
occurring at a low repetitionare
barely visible on a conventional
oscl//oscope(left) but become
brightly visible when several
repetitionsare integrated by a
variable persislence oscilloscope (right).Sweep time here is
50 nsldiv and the repetitionrate
is 50 sweeps/s.

F i g . 4 . N e w M o d e l 1 7 4 1A O s cilloscope has variable perslstence and slorage modes of
operation in addition to having all
the other attributes of a highquality, laboratory grade,
100-MHz Oscilloscope. Slorage
controls, with LED indicators to
show what state the instrumentis
in, are groupedconvenientlyto the
left of the CRT.

strument is in the alternatesweep mode, and three
sweeps if the rnrccERvIEw mode is added. Dual- or
triple-channeldisplaysare thus possiblein the auro
ERASEmode.

Besides permitting the operator to adjust the CRT
beam controls quickly for optimum settings before
making a transient measurement, the AUTO ERASE
mode is also useful as a repetitive single-shot mode
for examining the voltage levels and transition times
of random binary sequences, for examining highfrequency signals contaminated with time jitter or
low-frequency noise, or for examining the characteristics of other types of signals that are obscured in
normal oscilloscope operation when successive
traces are not identical (Fig. 7).
Auto Store
One limitation in the application of storage scopes
has been the length of time that the CRT can wait in a
state prepared to capture a transient when looking for
powerline transients, power supply transients, or any
other transients or noise that occur at unpredictable
times. This wait time, usually about 30 seconds, was
the time it took for the CRT screen to fade positive
(become illuminated all over), washing out any trace
that might subsequently be written.
The Ruro sroRE mode of the Model 1.747Aextends
this wait time to several hours. As shown by the
timing diagram of Fig. 8, the instrument remains in
the rnRsr mode (time tr) while the sweep trigger

circuit waits in the armed state. As soon as a trigger
occurs, the instrument switches automatically to the
\i!'RITEmode and the sweep starts. When the sweep
terminates, the instrument switches to the STORE
mode and retains the written trace up to 30 minutes
for examination. Front-panel LED indicators show
what state the instrument is in, clearly indicating
when the scope is triggered and when it switches to

Fig. 5. Exceptionally fine traces are obtained on the Model
1741A in variaile perslstenceand storage modes of operation. The two waveforms traced here while the instrument
was in the variable persrstencemode are separated horrzontally by only 1,7 mm (sweep time is 5 nsldiv).
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Fig.6. /n AUTIERAIE
mode,tracewriting,viewing,and erase
occurrepetitively.
STORE.Pressing the sroRemISpLAybutton makes the
trace visible for viewing. Storage time in the nrsplay
mode. however. is reduced to 10 to 30 seconds depending on the setting of the BzuGHTNESS
control.
To keep front-panel clutter at a minimum, the auro
ERASE
and auto sToREmodes are selected by the same
pushbutton, LED indicators showing which mode is
selected (see Fig. 4). Depressing this button selects
the auto STORE
pushbutton
mode if the sncrn SWEEP
is also pressed. Otherwise, the auro ERASEmode is
selected. Releasing the button returns the scope to
normal variable persistence operation.
Intensity Limit
The storage surface of storage CRTs can be damaged by excessive beam current. The possibility of
this happening is reduced in the Model 't74IA even
though the beam current can be set high enough to
achieve a 100 cm/ps single-shot writing rate. An
intensity-limit circuit monitors the CRT beam current
and limits the average current to a safe level.
A diagram of the intensity-limit circuit is shown in
Fig. 9. Resistor R1 is in series with the cathode-ray
gun accelerator anode. When the anode current,
which is approximately proportional to total beam
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Fig. 8. /n AUT)sroREmode, oscilloscopewaits tn the ERAiE
mode untilthe sweep tnggers.At the conclustonof the sweep,
t h e i n s t r u m e n l s w l t c h e s t o t h e s T o R Em o d e t o r e t a i n
the trace.
current, is sufficient to cause the voltage drop across
R1 to turn on transistor Q1, Q2 restrains the voltage at
the wiper of the INTENSITv control from going any
further negative, keeping the CRT beam current at or

below this level.
Capacitors C1 and C2 average the voltage acrossR1
so the very low average of fast single-shot or low-duty
cycle signals does not restrict the beam current, permitting maximum writing rate and bright display of
these signals. The averaging also provides an automatic intensity correction when changing sweep
speeds as, for example, when switching from main
sweep to a much faster delayed sweep.
Auto Focus
Normally, a change in CRT beam current requires a
readjustment of the Focus control. AUTo Focus allows
the intensity-limit system to alter the beam current
without requiring any adjustment of the FOCUS
control.
The change in focus voltage required by a change in
beam current is diagrammed in Fig. 10. This curve is
approximated by the circuit of Fig. 11. A voltage

Fig. 7. Slgnaisthat do not repeat
identicallyare dtffrcultto analyze
on a conventional scope (left),
but can be presentedtn a repetitive single-shotmode (right)when
the Model 1741A is operating in
the AUTaERASE
mode.

A Brighter, More Sharply Focused Variable
Persistence/Storage
Cathode-RayTube
Variablepersistence/storage
CRTs,originallydevelopedfor
radar applications,retain oscilloscopetraces on a storage
meshlocatedprecisely0.08 inchbehindthe phosphorsurface.
The mesh is a fine metallicscreen coated with a dielectric
(magnesiumfluoride).
Whena traceis to be stored,the storagesurfaceis broughtto
- 10 V. Electronsin the CRTbeam strikethe surfacewithsufficientenergyto dislodgeseveralelectronsfor each electronin
the beam,raisingthe potentialof the storagesurfacewherethe
beam strikes.The dislodgedelectronsare swept up by the
positivelychargedcollectormesh nearby(see drawing).
CRT beam electronsthat pass throughthe storagemesh
strike the phosphorsurface,generatinga trace that shows
wherewritingoccurs.Aftercompletionof the sweep,the stored
trace is made visibleby flood-gunelectrons,The low-velocity
electrons from the flood guns are repelled by negatively
charged areas of the storage surface and gathered by the
collector mesh, but where the storage surface has been
charged by the electronbeam, the electronsapproachclose
enoughto the meshto be pulledthroughby the highaccelerating potentialof the phosphorsurface(5.2kV),strikingthe phosphor with sufficientenergyto producea visibletrace.
To erase the stored trace, the storagemesh is raisedto the
same potentialas the collectorelectrode(+156 V) for 50 ms.
The entirestoragesurfacethen becomesuniformlycharged,
obliterating
the trace.The storagesurfaceis then returnedto
-10 V for the next writecycle.
Variablepersistenceis obtained by shorteningthe erase
cycleso onlypartialerasureoccurs.Theerasecycle repeatsat
a1-kHz rate so the trace slowlyfades from view. By varyingthe
width of the erase cycles,the rate of fade can be controlled
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withina rangeof 100 ms to 1 minute.
gas moleculesin the
Duringtheviewphase,thefew inevitable
CRTbecomeionized.Thesecollecton the storagemesh,slowly
bringingthe non-written
areas of the storagemesh up to the
potentialof the writtenarea,washingout the trace.This limits
storagetime in the viewmodeto about30 seconds.Increasing
the viewed brightnessacceleratesthis processso there is a
trade-offbetweentracebrightnessand storagetime in the Drs,
pLlv mode.

Oscilloscope
beingtakenas a startingpointfor the design.The
majordesign goal for the new tube was to increasefull-area
writing rate. Within limits,writing rate can be improvedby
increasingthe acceleratingpotentialin the electrongun. The
consequentincreasein the electronbeam energyresultsin a
highersecondaryemissionratroof the storagesurface,and
hence in a fasterwritingrate.
To meetdesigngoalswithina reasonable
development
time,
i t w a s d e c i d e d t o r e t a i n t h e s u c c e s s f u lm a n u f a c t u r i n g
techniquesdevelopedfor the storageelementsin the fModel
184ACRT and concentratedesigneffortson obtaininghigher
electronbeam energy from the electrongun. Unfortunately,
deflectionsensitivityis adverselyaffected by higher beam
energyso the majoreffortwas concernedwith optimizingthis
trade-off.
To begin with, some loss in deflectionsensitivitycould be
toleratedbecausethe Model 1741A'sdeflectionamplifiersare
capable of higher drive voltagesthan those of the Model
184A.Nevertheless,
the tube lengthwas increasedby 34 mm
with the extra lengthbeing appliedto the deflection-plate{ophosphor-surface
distanceto increasedeflectionsensitivity.
Withthe newtubedimensions,
the floodgunsarefurtherf rom
the screen,improvingflood-gundisplayuniformity.
To further
improveuniformity,
the flood gun grid leadswere broughtout
separatelyon neck pins to enablebalancingof the flood gun
outputs.
Thedeflectionplatesthemselves
wereredesignedusingcalculator programsthat clearly showed the varioustrade-offs
betweenoperatingvoltages,deflectionplatedimensions,frequency response,and the other parametersthat affect performance. From this a deflectionolate shaDewas derivedthat
allowedthe closestpossiblespacingfor maximumsensitivity
withoutintercepting
the beam.
Theelectrongun was reproportioned
to realizegreaterbeam
currentwhileoptimizingspot size,usingcurvespublishedby
HilaryMoss.l This resultedin a shorteranode that intercepts
fewer electrons,leavingmore beam currenl.The shortened
anodealsopermitteda furtherincreasein the deflection-plateto-phosphorspacing.
All of thesestepsincreaseddeflectionsensitivity
to the point
that the cathode potentialcould be increased855 volts to
-2295V. The resultwas a substantial
increasein beamcurrent
and,consequently,
in writingrate(> 100cm/ps).Cut-offvoltage
is - 100V, allowinga largedrivevoltagewithhigh beamcurrent
in the single-shot
mode(theintensity-limit
circuitholdsthe drive
to lowerIevelsin repetitiveoperation).
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Taking a CRT One Step Further
The designof the CRTfor the Model 1741AOscilloscopeis
based on this same scheme,the CRT used in the fVodel1B4A

Reference
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Ffg. 9. lntensity-limit circuit responds to the average
current in the electron-gunanode and limitsthe excutsions of
the CRT unblanking pulse accordingly.
proportional

to intensity

is taken from the INTENsITv

control (R2of Fig. 9) and buffered by Q+ (Fig. 11).The
turn-on threshold of transistor Q5 is set by potentiometer R6. and this threshold becomes the break
point for the curve of Fig. 10. Above the break point
the slope of the focus-voltage-vs-intensity-setting
curve is determined by the ratio of R7 to R4 * R5. The
focus-voltage-vs-intensity-settingcurve is thus approximated closely enough that manual adjustment
gains only marginal improvement, if any at all.
Model 7747A has a SRIcHTNESS
control in addition
to the INTENSITv
control. The NrsNsIty control adjusts CRT beam current whereasthe eRIcHTNESs
control, by determining the steafly-statevoltage of the

CRT Intensity

Fig, 10. Graph of the optimum focus voltage as a function of
CRT intensity (solid line). The dotted line is the curve gen'
erated by the auto focus citcuit (Fig. 11).

storagemesh, affectsdisplay intensity when viewing
control at its most
a storedtrace.With the gRIcHTNESS
negative position, the storage surface repels most
flood-gun electrons, allowing only a few to be attracted by the phosphor voltage through the mesh
where the trace is written. At its most positive level,
many electronspassthrough where the trace is written, giving a bright trace, but the display also fades
positive more quickly. The BRIGHTNEss
control perfind
best
balance
between
mits the operator to
the
replaces
the MAx
viewing
time.
It
tracebrightnessand
of
earlier
HP
variable.persistence/
wRITEswitch
storagescopeswhich gave only two levels of control
for this function.
Added Conveniences
Other featurescontribute to easeof operation. For
swEEP
instance.when the instrument is in the sINGLE
mode, pushing the manual ERASEbutton not only
erasesthe trace but it also resetsthe sweep, eliminating the bother of pushing two different buttons to
reset the instrument for a single-shot measurement.

+15V

Slope
Adlust

_15V

Focus
Voltage

;15V

Fig. 11. The auto focus circuit
modifies the voltage applied tothe
Focus control in response to the
/NrENs/ry
control setting.

sees something he wishes to retain without losing
part of the complete sweep.
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Switching to either the AUToERASE
or AUTosroRE
mode automatically setsthe instrumentfor maximum
persistence.Switching to the AUTOERASE
mode also
switches the trigger mode to NoRMso the trigger circuit is not left in the auro mode, which could trigger
the scope randomly.
A hold-off circuit is wired into the sroREfunction
so that when the sToREbutton is pressed during a
sweep, the instrument does not go into the SToRE
mode until the current sweep completes. This arrangement is particularly desirable for slow sweeps
when operating in the auro ERASE
mode as it permits
the operator to push the sroRs button whenever he

ConventionalOperation
The manner of operating the CRT hasbeenchanged
for conventional non-storagedisplay. Formerly, during normal oscilloscopeoperation the voltage on the
storage mesh was made negative (-30 V) to repel
flood gun electronsand prevent them from illuminating anything written on the storagesurface.This also
happened to reduce the intensity of the electron
beam. In the new oscilloscope, the flood gun grids
turn off the electron flow in the conventional mode.
At the same time, the storagemesh is raised to the
potential of the collector mesh (+ts6 V) so no
secondaryemission occurs and tracesare not stored.
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An AutomaticWide-RangeDigital
LCR Meter
Easyoperation,a wide measurementrange, two
measurementfrequencies,high reliability,optionalHP-lB
compatibility,and low costmake it suitablefor a wide range
of componentand impedancemeasurements.
by SatoruHashimoto
andToshioTamamura
NEW DIGITAL LCR meter, Model 4261.A(Fig. r),
is designed to provide the wide range and accuracy of a universal impedance bridge without the
bridge's disadvantages of manual balancing and
meter-reading ambiguity. The new LCR meter is fully
automatic, displaying the value and dissipation factor of an unknown inductor or capacitor or the value
of an unknown resistor on its 3%-digit display a fraction of a second after the unknown is connected to
its terminals. Selection of the measurement equivalent circuit is made automatically according to the
value of the unknown component.
The new LCR meter typically can take four or more
readings per second at a 1-kHz measurement frequency and one or more at 120 Hz with basic accuracies of O.2o/o
for capacitance, inductance, resistance,

and dissipation factor. The unknown terminals are
configured in a five-terminal arrangement that is capable of four, three, and two-terminal connections
suitable, respectively, for low-impedance, highimpedance, and ordinary measurements. The unit
measures capacitance from 0.1 pF to 1900 pF at 1 kHz
and from 1 pF to 19.00 mF at 1,2OHz, inductance from
O.1.p.H to 190.0 H at 1 kHz and from 1 p.H to 1900 H at
7 2 O H z , r e s i s t a n c ef r o m 1 m O t o 1 9 . 0 0 M O a t 1 k H z o r
1 2 O H z , a n d d i s s i p a t i o n f a c t o r o f c a p a c i t o r so r i n d u c tors from 0.001 to 1.900. For measurements in semiconductors, two test voltages, 50 mV and 1V rms, are
available for making capacitance measurements in
the parallel equivalent circuit mode. An internal dc
b i a s s o u r c e p r o v i d e s s w i t c h - s e l e c t a b l e 1 . . 5 V ,2 . 2 V ,
and 6V. External bias from 0V to 30V can be supplied
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Fig. 1. Model 4261A LCR Meter
makes fully automatic measurementsof inductance,capacitance,
reslslance,and dissipattonfactor
at 120 Hz or 1 kHz. lt provides a
choice of lwo lest signal levels.
three internaldc bias voltages,
and two, three, or four-termtnal
measurement connections. HP
l n t e r f a c eB u s ( I E E E4 B B - 1 9 7 5 )
compatibility ts optional

to a rear-panel connector. An offset adjustment for
canceling stray capacitance between the unknown
terminals is provided; a capacitance offset signal,
available at a rear-panel BNC connector, provides an
offset range of 0 to 100 pF when fed into the lowcurrent terminal through a variable capacitor.
A low-power design keeps total power consumption below 25 watts, helping to assure reliability. For
automated testing or data gathering under computer
or calculator control, an option provides an interface
to the HP-IB (HP Interface Busl, HP's implementation
of IEEE Standard 488-1gzs.
How lt Works
The 4261A measures L,C,R, and dissipation factor
by determining the impedance or admittance of the
unknown device under test (DUT). In the current-tovoltage converter section (Fig. 2), the measuring
signal is applied to the DUT and an operational amplifier is used as a current detection amplifier. The current through the DUT is almost equal to that flowing
in the range resistor Rp. Voltages e, and e, are obtained by detecting the voltages produced across the
DUT and range resistor Rj, respectively, using differential amplifiers A, and A3. e, and e, are transferred
to the measurement section, where their vector ratio
is detected by a phase detector and a dual-slope
analog-to-digital converter.
When a device is measured with the 4261A, either a
series equivalent circuit mode or a parallel equivalent
circuit mode is automatically selected. When the
DUT impedance is relatively low the series mode is
selected and when it is relatively high the parallel

mode is selected. In the series mode, the 4261A selects a source resistance at least ten times the value of
the DUT impedanceto achieve a constant current drive.
When the parallel equivalent circuit mode is chosen,
a source resistance less than one-tenth that of the DUT
impedance is selected to drive the DUT at a constant
voltage. The source resistor (Ro)helps to limit current
flow into the current detecting amplifier when its terminals are shorted, and to suppress differential or
integral noise when a capacitor or inductor is connected.
For a Co-D measurement in the parallel equivalent
circuit mode,

(Go + jr,rCo)Rn

eo
1+(Gp+j<,rCo)Ro

8r:-

-

v')

1.

-u

1+(Go+

n

j < o C o ) R"o

where a:
2nf, and f : test frequency.
When e, is the reference signal, the ratio of e, and e, is:
erler:

- ( G o + j a r C o )R n

which is proportional to the unknown admittance,
Lo-D is determined in the same manner:
erler:

- ( 1 / R p + 1 / i a r l o )R n

For a measurement in the Lr-D series circuit
mode, the equations for e, and e2 are:

cP
Gp
Lp

Rp
Ls

Rs

Oifferential
Amplifier

R3

Re

cs

€1
Rp

A c-

High

f - 120 Hz, 1 kHz
Oscillator

A3
Ar

Current
Detector Amplifier
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To Measurement
Section

Fig. 2. Current-to-voltage
converter section applies the test slgna/
to the unknownand developstwo
voltages, e, and er, whose ratio
is proportional to the unknown impedance or admittance.Selection
olseries or parallelequivalentcir
cuit for the unknown is made
automatically.

8r:-

RR
Ro+Rs*jcol,,
R, * j<ol,.

Ez:

Ro+Rs*jcol,

When e, is the referencesignal, the ratio of.erle,
erler: - (Rr+jorlr)/Rp
The equation for a Cr-D measurementbecomes
e2le1: - (Rr+t/jorCr)/Rp
In all cases,the vector ratio multiplied or divided
by Rn produces the DUT impedance or admittance.
The 42614 has five range resistors (from 10.f1to
100 kO) having tolerancesof 0.05%. It is possible
to ignore the residual resistanceof the range switch,
which adds to Rp and might contribute to the error,
since the current and potential terminals of the
range resistors are separated.Detecting.the voltage
differentially minimizes the error contributed by
the residual resistanceof the lead connectionsto the
DUT, and similarly, the residual voltage of the current detecting amplifier.
MeasurementSection
This section consists of a four-phase generatorfor
phase detection, a sectional averageintegrator (SAI)
that smooths the signal from the phase detector, a
dual-slope analog-to-digital converter, and lo!ic circuitry. The output is a digital quantity proportional to

the vector ratio of e, and er. A block diagram and
timing chart for this sectionare shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
The instrument goes through a seven-stepsequenceto take a measurement.In step 1.,an autozero
is performed. S, connectsthe input of the phase detector to ground and S, is closed.Thus with no input
(Sr is shorting the input to ground), the integrator
loop is adjustedfor zeroinput and the adjustmentvoltage is stored on C2.This cancelsany phase detector
leakagecurrent error as well as compensatingfor any
dc offset voltage throughout the loop. During step 2,
an auto phase adjustment is performed; this will be
described later. Steps 1 and 2 are performed just before ratio detection.
Assume that a capacitor is being measuredin the
parallel circuit mode (Cn).e, is the referencesignal,
as previously described, and is applied to the fourphase generator. Step 3 is the integrator charging
period Tr. S, is on, and switch Sp is connected to
er. e, is then phase detectedby a signal whose phase
is shifted 90ofrom e2,as determined by control logic
in the ROM. The integrator charge (Q"o)stored during T, is:
Qcpr : -KarCoRiT.er'
where K is the product of the efficiency of the phase
detector and the integrating constant. Step 4 is the
integrator discharge cycle. Sp is connected to e2,
which is phase detected by a signal in phase with
er. The integrator begins to dischargeand continues
discharging until its output crosses the zero-volt
point. If the discharge time is T"o, the charge dissipated is:

Integratol

Fig. 3. Measurement section
develops and displays a digital
representation of the vector ratio
of e1 and e2.
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Qdr :

"r,:r4r;

in step 6, and

Qaz : KorCoRpT6e2

in step 7.

If the charging time is n', times the period of the clock
frequency, the following equation is similarly established:

CFD lileasur€ment

rr',
l-l K rco RRez : n ' r co R*",
IL c
rc

Integrator

SrS
sz

-KGoRpTre,

On
off

fr'2 :

Gp
ll'7

:ntrD

,Cp

gi

So ez

Thus n', is a measureof the dissipation factor.

Phase

C"-DMeasurement
The Cr-D measurementemploys an unusual technique. e, is the referencesignal for the seriesequivalent circuit mode.In step 3, Sp is connectedto e, and
phase detectedby a signal in phase with e1.In other
words, e, is phase detected by er. The integrator is
charged for a period equal to nr times the reciprocal
of the test frequency f. The chargestored on the integrator during this time is:

Cs-DMeasuremont
Integralor

='fl
Sr$

"" il
Phase

Qcsr : Ketn3/f.
Flg.4, Themeasurementsequenceconslsfsofseven steps
including autozero and auto-phase-adjust steps. The dualslope analog-to-digital conversion method ls used, except
that in the Cr-D measurement the s/opes occur in reverse
order.
QcPz :

Step 4 is the discharge cycle. Sp is connected to e2,
which is phase detected by a signal whose phase is
shifted from e, by 27O'. The integrator discharges
until its output crosses the zero-volt point. If the discharge time is nn/f", the charge dissipated is:

KT"oe''

Qcsz:-r -l3
alC"Rp f" ",

From steps3 and 4,
Qcpr :

-Qcpz

Then, because
T"o :

<rlCoRpTl.

Qcsr :

T, is n, times the period of the test frequency f, and
T"n is counted as n, by the clock frequency f":

-Qcsz,

n, : 2zf"n3CrRp.

n, : 2af"RpnrCn.
The clock frequency is selectedso that Co is directly
obtained.
Next, step 6 immediately initiates the D measurement. Switch Sp is connected to e, and the phase of
the detector signal is controlled at 0o. The phasedetected dc voltage is integrated and discharged in
steps 6 and 7, with the phase of the detector signal
changed from 0o to 27Ooin step 7. If the discharge
time is T6,
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Hence from n4, C, is directly obtained.
This technique is the widely used dual-slope
method except that the slopes occur in reverse order.
Usually, the integrator discharge slope is constant,
but here the slope decreases as the C count increases.
At full scale, the discharge slope is one-tenth that of
the charging slope. This results in a good signal-tonoise ratio and precise resolution, and makes
it possible for the new meter to use only five
range resistors for its eight-range measurement
capability.

Four-PhaseGenerator
The precision 90" phase shift needed for phase
detection is normally derived from a standard capacitor, but when the test frequency is low, such as
72OHz, standard capacitorsare very expensive and
very large.The 4261A measuresL, C, R, and D without a standard capacitor. The four-phase generator
technique makes this possible.
Fig. 5 is a circuit diagram of the four-phase
generator.The referencesignal is shapedand fed to a
phase detector (point A) whose other input is the 0o
output signal, thus forming a phase-lockedloop. The
filtered phasedetectoroutput tunes a voltage controlled oscillator that produces a signal at four times the
input frequency.Two f-K flip flops driven by the VCO
provide 0o,90o,180" and 270'four-phaseoutputs.
A potential problem of this method is phasenoise,
which causesfluctuations in counting the discharge
time. In the 42614 phasenoise is lessthan -70 dB.
SectionalAverageIntegrator
The phase-detectedsignal of Fig. 3 has to be translated into a dc voltage very quickly for preciseoperation of the dual-slope technique. The sectional
average integratorl, or SAI, (Fig. 0) is especially
useful at the 72O Hz test frequency. If C1R1is
suitably selected the settling time is one test signal period.
During the first period T, the input current is integrated by the integrator. At the end of this period,
the integrator output E, is proportional to the dc input current. After the first period, E, is transferred
to C, by momentarily closing switch S5. Thus the
output Eois a step function whose steady-statevalue
is exactly proportional to Io". Fig. 6 shows typical
waveforms.
Auto PhaseAdjust
A phase error compensation technique was first
employed in the 4277A 1 MHz Digital LCR Meter.2
That method used two phase detectorsand two integrators. To produce a quality low-cost unit, an auto
phase adjustment technique was adopted for the
4267A. The auto phase adjustment block diagram is
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Fig, 6. Sectional average integrator converts the phasedetected signal to a dc voltage within one test signal period,
as shown by the typical waveforms.
shown

in Fig. 7. Amplifiers

An and Au in Fig. 7 are

the sameas those in Fig. 3. Since the amplifiers are
not ideal, they shift the phaseof the e, and e, signals.
The differencebetweenthe two phaseshifts (der)will
cause a large error, especially when measuring the
dissipation factor of low-loss capacitors.For accuracy,
tan0ermust be less than 0.001.
Automatic phaseadjustmentis done in step 2 of the
measurementsequence.Sa is closed and a first-order
feedback loop is created through the integrator to
reduce 0er. When the loop has settled, a dc voltage
proportional to 0er is stored in C, and maintained
for the measurementperiod.
ROM-Centered
Design
To control its various measurementmodes and to
manage the complex decoding necessaryto provide
simple operation with wide-rangemeasurements,the

Ffg. 5, Four-phase generator
develops precision phase shifts
and eliminates the need for a
standard capacitor.
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The user need only set two slide switches. Two tests
are provided. One tests the logic systems and the
other mainly checks the analog circuits. Slide
switches located on the sequence control board are
set to the appropriate positions to put the 4261A into
its self-test mode.

Ci

Phase
Detector

Ro

Acos@t

S1

Asin(@t+oer)

Cr

Fig.7. Circuitdiagramfor auto phaseadjustment.
Closing
Socrealesa first-order
teedbackloopthatsloreson capacitor Ct a voltageproporttonalto the differentialphaseshift
of amplifiers
Aoand Ar.
4261A uses a ROM-centered design. It has two 4K-bit
ROMs, one for sequence control and the other a decoder. With this design, it was easy to add the selftest functions. The ROMs are n-channel MOS ROMs
manufactured by HP.

Minimizing Errors
The five-terminal connection configuration
minimizes the measurement error caused by residual
impedance of the test leads. It is especially useful
for the measurement of low impedances (below 1O).
However, some care is required in making the test
lead connections when measuring capacitors from
100 to 1000 pcFat 1 kHz. Here, an error is caused by
the mutual inductance of the Hp, Hc cable or the Lp,
Lc cable. If the mutual inductance of each cable is
M/2 henries, then:
c measured :

c*
1 - or2MC*

To minimize this error, it is necessary to use short
test leads or to twist the Hp and Lp cables together.
Similarly in highlimpedance measurements, it is
possible to minimize the stray capacitance between
the high and low terminals by shielding with the
GUARDterminal. Compensation for high-impedance
measurement errors can also be made by using an offset voltage equal to the voltage across the DUT but
opposite in polarity; this is done with the 4261,{ in
the connection configuration shown in Fig. 8. The
variable capacitor is adjusted for a zero display.

Full Autoranging
The 4261A has two autoranging modes. One is a
fixed measurement circuit mode in which the operator selects either the series or the parallel equivalent
circuit, and the other is full autoranging including
circuit mode changing. Measurement circuit mode
changes are done by switching Ss in Fig. 3. In the
full autoranging mode, the instrument selects an
appropriate range from the eight available ranges
according to the value of the component being tested.
In this mode, the function switch need onlv be set to
L. C. or R to make the measurement.

Accessories
Several accessoriesare available for the 4261A. The
16061A Test Fixture is a direct-connection tvpe for

Self-Test
The 4267A has self-test functions that enable it to
check most performance areas. No additional equipment or circuitry is required for making the self-check.

L"r,

(

Lpoten

Hpoten

Hcur

42614
c-ottset Terminal
Variable
Capacitor

Stray C

Fig. 8. fo cancel stray capacitancebetween the unknown
terminals,a capacitance offset signal, available at a rearpanel connector, provides a capacitance offset of 0 to
100 pF when fed into the low-currentterminal through a
variable capacitor. The capacitor is adjusted for a zero
display with no unknown connected.

Ftg.9. Model 16061A TestFixturefor general-purposeuse
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Fig. 10. Model 160624 fest Leads for low-impedance
deylces.

general-purpose use. The 16061,A.Test Fixture (Fig. 9)
has inserts for both parallel and axial lead components.
The 16062A Test Leads (Fig. f0) are for comparatively
low-impedance DUTs (four-terminal connections).
The 16063A Test Leads (Fig. 11) are for comparatively
high-impedance DUTs (three-terminal connections).
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VOLTACE REOUIREilENTS| 100/1.2012201240
t 10olo48-66 Hz
POWEF CONSUMPTION:<25 W with any option.
DltEt{SlONs: 213 W x 134 H x 422 O mm
WEIGHT: Approximtely 6 kg
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Hewlett-Packard
Company,
1501PageMill
Road,PaloAlto,California943O1

ilEASURING TIME: the p€riod betwean start of a measuErent and completim
olthe measurementis 6qual to rnsasuringtime when RANGE HOLD is set to ON
plus lime rsquired for autoranglng. Tho tollowing a;s typical times for a
measurement of approximtoly 1@0 counts on low loss components when
RANGE HOLD is sel lo ON.
'|
kHz: C/L,220-260ms; R, 120-160ms
12OHz: ClL,900 ms: R, 700 ms
TIME REOUIRED FOR AUTOHANGING (FANGE HOLD OFF):
1 kllz: 180 x n ms
120 Hz: 670 x n ms
whore n is the numbsr of rangos stopped by the autorange circuit.
READING RATE: the Deriod b€twsen tho start of a measurernentand tho start
of the nexl measurerent is gqual lo tha moasuringtime plus 30 milliseconds
(lypical) hold tim6.
PBICE lN U.S.A.:$1740.
iIANUFACTURING DIVISION: YOKOGAWA HEWLETT-PACKARD,LTD.
9-l, Takakura-cho
Hachioji-shi
Tokyo 192 Japan
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